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1 Introduction
Looking back to the days before the CPU broke the
Gigahertz barrier, CPU processing power was highly
reserved for the very important tasks, and anything
else had to wait for a while (or sometimes even
be ignored). One of these important tasks is timer
keeping. This job is done everytime Linux kernel is
servicing timer interrupt. But even though handling
timer interrupt is such an important task, some care
must still be taken to balance CPU power between
servicing timer interrupts and running actual user
processes. There is a kernel variable that controls
the frequency of timer interrupt and this is the cen-
tral topic of this paper: giving you an idea how high
the frequency should be set so it’s adequate for your
day-to-day work.
Here is the relationship between interrupts, the
timer, and CPU processing is. Let’s take a quick
look at low-level hardware. In the motherboard,
there is a chip that is programmable to produce in-
terrupt with certain interval. The interrupt is sent
to the interrupt controller and finally delivered to
the CPU. The mechanism is like an alarm clock. Set
the time, turn on the timer function and wait. At
the given time, the clock will ring.
Generally, an application (that includes the ker-
nel itself) needs a timer to "remind" itself that some-
thing must be done in the future. "Future" here
could mean anything (i.e., 30 seconds later, 5 min-
utes later, an hour later, and so on). Right at the
time or at the nearest possible moment, the ker-
nel control path (on behalf of the timer interrupt)
will signal the application. It is delivered at the the
nearest possible moment, because in reality, timing
(in non real time OS, like normal Linux kernel) is
not precise. What you get is actually an approxima-
tion. More about this approximation later.
There are different timer chips that can be used,
they are:
• PIT (Programmable Interrupt Timer).
• CPU Local Timer.
• PM Timer (ACPI Power Management Timer).
• HPET (High Precision Event Timer).
At the OS boot stage, the kernel will probe the
presence each of these timers. Based on a simple
predefined priority, the highest priority timer will
be used. We won’t further discuss the specific is-
sue related to each chip’s characteristic. Let’s as-
sume that the PIT is picked as source of timer in-
terrupt. The PIT ticks 1,193,182 times in a second,
thus it ticks approximately every 838.095 nano sec-
onds. Depending on a predefined value, the PIT is
programmed to send an interrupt after ticking that
many times. Although it is possible to change the
interrupt frequency delivered by PIT in runtime, we
assume that the frequency stays the same.
1.1 Timer Interrupt Handling
When the CPU receives an interrupt from the PIT,
the CPU will be forced to take a break from what-
ever it is currently working on and acknowledge the
interrupt. Right after that, the CPU will do what it
is called "timekeeping duty". This is comprised of:
1. Updating the system time
2. Running the expired timer. This is the time
you see in an event such as waking up from
sleep(), timer callbacks being executed, time-
out after I/O multiplexing (poll() or select())
and the similar. As you will see shortly, the
kernel timing precision has an impact on how
these user space timings work.
3. Comparing the elapsed run time of the running
process against its time slice and forcing a pro-
cess to re-schedule if the elapsed time has ex-
ceeded the timeslice.
4. Updating system load statistics: %user time,
%kernel time, and %idle time.
Here is the connection between CPU processing and
timer interrupt handling. Looking at the tasks that
the CPU must do in every interrupt shots, more in-
terrupts means more work, which requires more
CPU processing power. It also means less time avail-
able to execute user code, although it is proportion-
ally relative to ticks frequency.
On the other hand, higher interrupt frequency
means increased timing precision. Imagine you had
a timer that expires in the 21st miliseconds. If the
timer ticks every 10ms, likely the timer handler is
executed at the 30th milisecond. If the timer du-
ration becomes 1ms, then it will be handled any-
where within the start of 21st miliseconds up to just
before the 22nd milisecond.
Note that timer functions are handled in deferred
style. They might run a long time after they got ex-
pired. See Figure 1 which illustrates this issue visu-
ally. Plus the non real time nature of Linux kernel,
there is no real constraint about maximum execu-
tion latency. However, recent development of Linux
kernel scheduler (namely Complete Fair Scheduler)
pushes this latency as low as possible.
1.2 HZ Variable
From now on, let’s use "HZ" when referring to in-
terrupt frequency. It is also consistent with the con-
stant’s name that defines the frequency inside the
Linux kernel.
Figure 1: Timeline of timer handling, from kernel
to user space when single interval timer is expired
There are pros and cons for different values of
HZ. The user is expected to decide which one is
most suitable, and that’s why now HZ is a kernel
compile-time modifiable constant. The user cur-




You can set them inside "Processor type and fea-
tures" of kernel configuration’s menu. Just check
the timer frequency submenu and select one. You
are allowed to directly edit the relevant kernel
headers and put a number as HZ. However, this
practice is not recommended, as you might disrupt
certain kernel subsystems, even failure to boot the
kernel. If you’re not sure which one to use, bet-
ter stick with the offered HZ values since they are
thoroughly tested and known to work best in most
workloads.
Note: recent kernel also provides 300 as se-
lectable frequency. You can also try dynamic HZ
feature of latest kernel version. With this fea-
ture, timer no longer ticks constantly. We won’t
explain this any deeper.
2 Testing Preparation
To show the effect of various HZ usage, we ran each
of the following applications and get some statis-
tics:
1. Pure CPU-bound program. A program that
does nothing else but loop, gets random num-
bers and does division.
2. Keypress response time.
3. MIDI software-based synthesizing.
4. Xine. A video player capable of playing VCD,
DVD and many more video formats.
5. Effects on emulation/virtualization.
We ran all these tests on linux kernel version
2.6.17-mm6 with full preemption enabled.
The computer specification used for the exper-
iments is:
• CPU: Athlon XP 1800+ (L2 cache 256 KB)
• Memory : 256 MB.
• Hard disk: 80 GB UDMA 133 with 2MB cache
• Sound card: VIA 8235 with Realtek ALC650F
chip
Please bear in mind that these tests actually show
the combined effect of timer handling and task
scheduling. The timer expiration indirectly triggers
rescheduling and this is especially true if kernel-
level preemption is enabled. Even if the timer ex-
pires very precisely, it is the code inside the appli-
cation which does the job (such as updating screen
display, updating timestamp of files and many other
possibilities). Without good or fair scheduling, the
actual user space timer handler would suffer mod-
erate to significant, thus renders the kernel timing
precision useless.
To reduce the scheduling latency, we conduct the
tests on runlevel 1 whenever possible. The excep-
tion is keypress inside X environment, where we
need xfs (X font daemon) to be active.
3 Result
3.1 Simple loop test
The following program was used to generate 100%
pure CPU intensive load.
Listing 1: Simple loop test
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
#include<s t d i o . h>
#include<s t d l i b . h>
nt main( i n t argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
i n t i , j ;
long i n t l , m;
unsigned long i n t k , loop_max ;
f l o a t r e s u l t ;
i f ( argc >= 2) {
loop_max = labs ( s t r t o u l ( argv [1] ,
( char ∗∗) NULL , 10)) ;
} e l s e
loop_max = 1000;
p r i n t f ( " loop_max i s %lu \n " ,
loop_max ) ;
f o r ( i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
f o r ( j = 0; j < 1000; j++)
fo r (k = 0; k < loop_max ; k++) {
l = random()+1;
m = random()+1;
r e s u l t = l / m;
}
re turn (0) ;
}
This program is executed under various numbers
of loops, and the elapsed time results are shown
below. Program is executed ten times at various
HZ settings and number of loops. We calculate the
average and standart deviation of real elapsed time.










1 91.9 7.148 91 5.604
2 176.6 4.779 175.8 6.161
4 349.9 8.348 349.1 11.853
8 726.1 108.357 688.1 5.205
64 5427.8 161.952 5499.200 152.534
128 10792.2 275.975 10977.000 328.531
256 21541.2 616.18 21586.000 171.367
512 42646.2 269.054 43097.400 423.734
1024 85255.3 142.652 85699.700 800.760
2048 170482.8 409.152 170809.3 1616.939
As you can see, overall there is no significant
difference between using HZ=100, HZ=250 and
HZ=1000 for the CPU-bound program. However,
we can make a few observations:
1. HZ=250 is never been the fastest nor the slow-
est.
2. From 1 to 256 millions loop, HZ=1000 is the
fastest. But for more loops, HZ=100 becomes
the fastest.
3. Looking at the standard deviation, it looks like
the run-time consistency also varies. From 1 to
128 millions loop, HZ=1000 yields the most
consistent run-time, while from 512 to 2046
millions loop, HZ=100 is the most consistent.
From point #2 and #3, in the long run, it seems
like picking HZ=100 is the best choice for ones
who care much about speed. The standard devi-
ation could be attributed to scheduling latency and
interrupt handling, and a CPU-bound program cer-
tainly doesn’t like too many interruptions.
3.2 Keypress response time
When you press a key, a lot of things happen: an in-
terrupt is raised, the scan code is received, new data
is queued to the terminal driver which wakes up
the awaiting process, and then the process receives
the keypress. We predict that the more timer inter-
rupts there are, the more work has to be done be-
fore the waiting process resumes to work. This is a
typical work of an office suite such as word proces-
sor, spread sheet, or desktop publishing; you type
something, and the program responds by printing
out the character, for example
There is no perfect tool to simulate this kind of
situation, so we offer a simple measurement. The
work is split into 2 parts: in kernel space and user
space. In kernel space, we record the TSC (Time
Stamp Counter) number when the keycode is going
to be interpreted. In user space, we wait for a single
character and print out the TSC number when the
console program receives the key and continue to
the next instruction.
Listing 2: Read a character and print the TSC
/∗ #def ine OLD_TERMIO
The code i s s i m p l i f i e d ve r s ion of
code sn ippe t found in
ht tp ://www. unix . com/high−
l e ve l−programming/3690−how−
to−programm−t t y−devices−under−unix−
platform−post12226 . html#post12226 ∗/
#inc lude <s t d i o . h>
#inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
#inc lude <uni s td . h>
#inc lude <termios . h>
#def ine r d t s c l l ( va l ) \
__asm__ _ _ v o l a t i l e _ _
( " r d t s c " : "=A" ( va l ))
i n t main ()
{
s t r u c t termios or ig , now;
i n t c ;
unsigned long long end_number ;
se tvbu f ( stdout , NULL , _IONBF , 0) ;
t c g e t a t t r (0 , &or i g ) ;
now = or ig ;
now . c _ l f l a g &= ~(ISIG |ICANON|ECHO) ;
now . c_cc [VMIN] = 1;
now . c_cc [VTIME] = 2;
t c s e t a t t r (0 , TCSANOW, &now) ;
p r i n t f ( " h i t a key : \n " ) ;
c = getchar ( ) ;
r d t s c l l ( end_number ) ;
p r i n t f ( " TSC i s %l l u \n " , end_number ) ;
t c s e t a t t r (0 , TCSANOW, &or ig ) ;
e x i t (0 ) ;
}
Listing 3: Kernel patch to record keypress’s times-
tamp
−−− d r i v e r s / char / keyboard . c . o r i g
2006−03−28 13:49:02.000000000 +0700
+++ d r i v e r s / char / keyboard . c
2006−10−11 00:38:33.000000000 +0700
@@ −1034,6 +1034,8
@@ s t a t i c void kbd_keycode ( unsigned i n t key
s t r u c t t t y _ s t r u c t ∗t t y ;
i n t s h i f t _ f i n a l ;
+ unsigned long long mytime=0;
+
t t y = vc−>v c _ t t y ;
i f ( t t y && ( ! t ty−>dr ive r_da ta ))
@@ −1043,6 +1045,12
@@ s t a t i c void kbd_keycode ( unsigned i n t key
kbd = kbd_table + fg_conso le ;
+ /∗s imple t e s t∗/
+ i f ( u n l i k e l y ( keycode==KEY_F12 ))
+
+ r d t s c l l (mytime ) ;
+ pr in tk ( " F12 i s pressed ! TSC i s %l lu , down i s %dn " , mytime , down ) ;
+
i f ( keycode == KEY_LEFTALT || keycode == KEY_RIGHTALT)
s y s r q _ a l t = down;
#i f d e f CONFIG_SPARC
We use F12 as the indicator on when we have to
record the timestamp, since we don’t want to re-
ceive too many kernel logs saying a key is pressed.
Before doing the test, we do a small calibration to
find how many ticks happen in one second. Since
we use non-mobile processor (such as Pentium-M),
we can safely assume that TSC ticks use constant
frequency.
Response time here is defined as the difference
between the timestamps in user-space and kernel-
space recorded by the respective programs. For








0.652 ns 0.652 ns 0.652 ns
each kernel configuration, we ran the test 20 times.
The experiment was done on run-level 1. The result
is displayed in Table 3.
Table 3: Keypress delay
HZ=100 HZ=250 HZ=1000








First, note that HZ=1000 makes the keypress
handling 7.89% faster to HZ=100. Our offered
explanation about it is due to better precision of
rescheduling. Whenever new data arrive at key-
board input buffer, rescheduling flag is turned on.
On the other hand, the scheduler code that is in-
voked in every system timer tick quickly notices it
and soon select new highest priority process to run.
So more HZ means faster recognition of that flag
status, resulting in quicker interaction with user ap-
plication.
In general, you can see that all kernel configu-
rations yield below 0.05 ms response time. Truly
insensible delay from human perception’s point of
view. The reason for this very insignificant dif-
ference is that the keyboard interrupt handling,
like common interrupt handling, is done asyn-
chronously in regards to the system timer. When-
ever a key is pressed, the handling is done right
away. So what we see above is "noise" likely caused
by more invocations of timer interrupts.
In an X environment, things look a bit different.
The X server sits in between the keyboard driver
and the application. It interprets the incoming
events (keyboard press, mouse movements, etc.)
and directs them to the target application. For test-
ing purposes, we wrote a simple Qt program that
simply prints out the TSC counter once a certain
key (F12) is pressed. The test was conducted on
Xorg version 6.7.0 release 2, using Fluxbox 0.9.13
as the window manager. The result is in table 4.
The X-based application reacts faster for lower
HZ values. For example, the result for HZ=1000
is 23.34% slower than HZ=100. We suspect this
is caused by the X Server that act as middle layer
Table 4: X keypress delay
HZ=100 HZ=250 HZ=1000








as described before. The extra context switch plus
additional interrupt processing time sum up creat-
ing bigger latency in HZ=1000. But still, it’s fast
enough for interactive usage.
3.3 MIDI software-based synthesizing.
We can play MIDI files by routing the MIDI notes
and messages to a hardware or software synthe-
sizer. We focus on the software-based player be-
cause not many of us have a hardware synthesizer.
In fact, with the rising adoption of all-in-one moth-
erboard series, more people use cheap on-board
sound cards. These cards aren’t even equipped with
built-in wavetable, thus it must rely on a software
synthesizer. Clearly it will introduce a far higher
latency than a hardware approach. That’s why OS
timing plays a big role for software-based synthesiz-
ers (from now on, we simply call it "synthesizer").
Figure 2: Spectogram of the sound on HZ=1000
The synthesizer, in this case, acts as both a se-
quencer and a wave producer. The first job requires
good timing, since notes are played with various
tempos. One slight delay could change the way the
notes are heard. The interesting part is that human
ear may be unable to recognize certain small de-
lays. As the producer, the synthesizer picks the cor-
rect samples from the selected bank, possibly adds
some effects, and send the digital data to the sound
card driver. As a result, you hear the music played
by the sound card.
To narrow the scope, an open source synthesizer
Figure 3: Spectogram of the sound on HZ=250
Figure 4: Spectogram of the sound on HZ=100
named Fluidsynth is used here. Fluidsynth uses
sleep() based approach to do timing, and so it is af-
fected by the system clock resolution. As the sound
font, I used Unison sound font. A song with a high
tempo was picked as the benchmark, such as Bond’s
song. The real challenge here is how to "see" into
the sound? Simple ear observation won’t do the
job.
Here is my approach:
1. Instruct fluidsynth to use ALSA output. I do
this so I can use ALSA’s plugin.
2. Set up the tee plugin. This plugin will record
the sound as a raw file.
3. Play the MIDI file for each kernel’s HZ setting.
4. The raw files are converted into wav files using
Sox.
5. Open the wav files with Sonic Visualiser and
draw the spectograms.
Spectogram is my choice because we can see the
power on each frequency ranges as the time pro-
gresses. This is better than waveform that just
presents overall power at certain discrete moments.
The brightest white represents maximum power
Figure 5: Spectogram difference of sound produced
on HZ=1000 and HZ=100.
Figure 6: Spectogram difference of sound produced
on HZ=1000 and HZ=250.
level (0 dBFS), while the darkest black represents
the lowest power level found in the recorded data.
At a glance, it isn’t easy to spot the difference be-
tween the three spectograms. Fortunately, we can
find them via bitmap masking. I focus on two cases:
• bitmap difference between spectogram of
HZ=1000 and HZ=100.
• bitmap difference between spectogram of
HZ=1000 and HZ=250.
HZ=1000 is picked as base reference because I as-
sume it would create the smoothest sound play-
back.
Initially, I stack the screen capture of each spec-
tograms as layers in Gimp. The order (from top to
bottom layer ) is :
• wav100 (represent the spectogram of
HZ=1000)
• wav250 (represent the spectogram of
HZ=250)
• wav1000 (represent the spectogram of
HZ=100)
All layer’s masking mode are using "Substract". To
produce (a), I made wav250 invisible and the rest
visible. For (b), it is wav100 that is made invisible.
You can see more white spots in Figure 5 com-
pared to Figure 6. It tells us that HZ=100 pro-
duces more "stuttered" sound. Most likely, the notes
are turned on or off a bit delayed. Things went
more smoothly for HZ=250 since the kernel timer
can provide enough precision to play quick tempo’s
melody up to certain degree. Source code inspec-
tion of fluidsynth revealed that it sets 4ms as ini-
tial interval between sending MIDI messages. It fits
quite fine with HZ=250 that also provides more or
less 4 ms resolution. Overall, with HZ=1000 we
get the best perfomance for MIDI synthesizing.
3.4 Video Playback Test
Xine is an open source multimedia player, capable
of playing a lot of video formats, including VCD
and DVD. What I do here is simply play a VCD and
count how many frames are skipped/discarded dur-
ing the playback. Xine is kind enough to provide
such statistics to us, so you can easily recreate this
test for your machine and kernel configuration.
Here, Xine was configured to use Xv as the output
renderer. We used the native nv video driver, not
the official NVIDIA driver module. During the test,
the screen’s resolution was set at 800x600 and the
color depth was 16 bits per pixel.
The important metric to measure whether a HZ
value is acceptable or not is by checking the number
of skipped or dropped frames. To elaborate:
• A skipped frame happens when the decoder
can’t meet the deadline to prepare a frame
at certain clock time. The reason is mostly
because of slow frame decoding or slow disk
read. So, to keep up with required frame rate,
several frames are skipped.
• Discarded frames happens when the displayer
doesn’t get scheduled at the precise time to dis-
play the queued frame. The displayer relies on
software timer to be woken up at certain inter-
val and as we know it has certain delay (due
to softirq deferred processing). Frames are dis-
carded because they are overdue and keeping
frames does require extra memory.
Thus overall, both counters show us how HZ affects
Xine’s internal work. Below is the result of playing
the VCD 3 times under various HZ settings. The
total VCD duration is 60 minutes and 52 seconds,
played under 25 fps (frames per second).
Table 5: Skipped/Discarded frame statistic when
playing
HZ=100 HZ=250 HZ=1000
Discarded Average 2.5 3 3
Standart Deviation 0.58 1 0
Skipped Average 0 0 0
Standart Deviation 0 0 0
As you can see, there is almost no difference on
video playback with various HZ settings. This is
easily understood as 25 fps only shows a new frame
every 40ms, and thus even with 10 ms clock reso-
lution, Xine can easily keep up with the required
frame rate.
To give you another point of view, let’s see what
happen if a higher frame rate video clip is played.
We played a 60 fps AVI clip 5 times and took the
statistics of skipped/dropped frame. As far as we
know, 60 fps is not common and only used in High
Definition format. Common video formats usu-
ally vary between 25 frames per second (PAL) or
23.976/29.97 fps (NTSC).
Table 6: Skipped/Discarded frame statistic when
playing 60 fps movie clip.
HZ=100 HZ=250 HZ=1000
Discarded Average 67.8 54.2 87
Standart Deviation 9.26 3.49 10.93
Skipped Average 0 0 0
Standart Deviation 0 0 0
With this high fps, the number of discarded
frames grows. Since each frame duration is just
about 16.66 miliseconds, 10ms (HZ=100) resolu-
tion will likely cause Xine to discard more frames.
It is interesting to see that even HZ=1000 provides
1ms tick resolution, the dropped frames are higher
than HZ=250.
The conclusion for audio-video playback is: with
nowadays PC specification, you get equal quality no
matter which HZ settings you actually use, except
for High Definition movies. What really needed for
playing high fps movie is a good GPU (Graphical
Processing Unit) card and a video player that does
direct hardware access e.g Xine + VIDIX.
3.5 Emulation
With a real machine, the effects of increasing HZ
are probably not felt, but that doesn’t really apply
to an emulation/virtualization environment. Guest
systems operates in user space, which adds another
overhead layer: switching from kernel space to user
space in order to deliver the simulated timer inter-
rupt. Usually, emulators/virtualizers use the system
timer or another timer sources such as RTC (real
time clock) to deliver signals periodically. Via the
signal handler, the signal is catched and then a se-
ries of timekeeping jobs are executed. It is similar
to how a real kernel manages real timer interrupts,
only this time it is done in the user space applica-
tion.
This brought visible implications, increasing pro-
cessing time in both user mode and kernel mode.
To show this effect, we run Linux kernels using dif-
ferent HZ as guest system in Qemu and record the
CPU utilization on the host. At the host side, the
test itself was also done on top of various HZ set-
tings.
In detail, we boot the guest using the following
command:
$ qemu −hda . / fc2 . img −m 128 −net n i c \
−net user −kerne l . / bzImage \
−append " root=/dev/hda1 e l e v a t o r=noop\
S c lock=p i t " −snapshot
The guest image is a minimal installation of Fe-
dora Core 2 distribution. Guest ran at single user
runlevel (the letter "S" in -append parameter) to
minimize the running services. After the guest sys-
tem showed shell’s prompt, vmstat was used to take
snapshots of CPU utilization (percentage of time
spent in both user and system mode) on host:
$ vmstat 3 45
Table 7: Effects of HZ to Qemu
User time
Host HZ
Guest HZ 100 250 1000 100 no preempt
100 0.14 0.14 0.91 0.48
250 1.2 1.34 1.34 1.45
1000 4.3 4.41 4.5 4.5
System Time
Host HZ
Guest HZ 100 250 1000 100 no preempt
100 0.3 0.36 0.26 0.59
250 0.55 0.3 0.5 0.5
1000 0.73 0.84 0.75 0.7
As can be seen in table 8, increasing HZ on the
guest means giving more pressure to the CPU and
HZ=1000 gives the highest overhead. Specificly for
Qemu, changing HZ in host kernel doesn’t really
matter because Qemu uses RTC and not the system
timer to deliver signals. However, whenever possi-
ble, using HZ=100 is preferred because it gives less
stress.
The rise in user time is also predictable because
the timekeeping in the emulator is entirely done in
user space, while in real machine,the job is done in
kernel space. In the user-space context, it is also
interesting to side step and see how it works on
top of preemption-disabled kernel. Preemption dis-
abled means the current kernel path can not be in-
terrupted, thus it delays the signal handling quite a
bit. This is shown in the first row in each subtable:
user and system time are increased about 0.3 sec-
onds.
4 Conclusion
In general case, especially when in doubt, simply
use HZ=250 for your kernel setting. It fits fairly
nice for multimedia work, officeproductivity, gam-
ing and other end-users workloads. This is also the
default setting in latest Linux kernel releases and
adopted by major distributions, so you won’t need
to change anything.
However, if you need better timing or soft real
time precision, you better recompile your kernel
with HZ=1000. Of course, this alone isn’t enough.
You might want to make sure that the applica-
tion is running using real time priority (such as
SCHED_FIFO) and/or stop any unneccessary pro-
grams.
For further timing precision, you should consider
using Ingo
Molnar’s -rt (real time) patches
(http://people.redhat.com/mingo/realtime-
preempt/). It turns your vanilla kernel source
into soft real time kernel, suitable for tough jobs
such as multi track MIDI sequencing.
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